ACTION ALBERTA

HELLO ALL (The Group of 7,305+ and growing):
FORTUNE FAVOURS THE BRAVE: PREPARING FOR THE BIRTH OF A NATION CALLED ALBERTA

By: Peter Kelly Farnum

Albertans are Albertans are Albertans. We are the unapologetic wild cats in a nation that has spiraled downward into a society of hypersensitive doormats. Along with our Western Canadian brothers, we are berated by the rest of Canada for considering building an independent nation sustained by the commonality of our values that are both fair and inclusive. It is not our way to lower our standards for others but to raise theirs to ours. We refuse to be fenced in by the socialist ideology of Marxist Canada led by a duplicitous Prime Minister with a secret agenda hidden behind promises that he will never keep.

Let Marxist Canada follow their pied piper to the promised land of totalitarianism. The State will nurture their every desire in exchange for their complete subservience. The ruling Liberals own the media and therefore they control the message. When the State controls the message, it can shape the people’s beliefs to whatever it chooses. There is no coincidence that the father of the Little Dictator we call the Prime Minister held the teachings of Mao in high esteem. With respect to his son, the acorn rarely falls far from the tree.

On October 21, 2019, Marxist Canada will become an irreversible reality if the Liberal Party is returned to power. The claim that the Canadian economy is thriving is a matter of location and dubious at best if you consider the long-term impact of our disastrous trade relations with the United States, India, China, and Europe. Unemployment rates are lower in the vote-rich areas of British Columbia, Quebec and Ontario (4.3% to 5.2%) compared to Alberta (6.7%). This will likely sustain a favourable voter base for the Liberals because incumbent governments are rarely evicted when people can’t feel the pinch of economic hardship. Atlantic Canada fares even worse. However, in a Marxist Canada people are conditioned to believe that the unemployment benefits and welfare payments doled out by the State are simply a career objective.

Sloth is not in the DNA of an Albertan. The original settlers and the people
Sloth is not in the DNA of an Albertan. The original settlers and the people thereafter came to this remote land armed with a work ethic second to none. Through sheer willpower, they built a prosperous society from its available resources. Albertans recognize that the First Nations people are and will always be an intrinsic part of the culture of this province and its future prosperity. The First Nations people, as Albertans, have been miserably abandoned by Marxist Canada. It is, therefore, an obligation for all of us to include them equally in the business opportunities of the province.

Alberta’s history is one of endurance. Faced with harsh weather, isolation, economic hardship, and indifference from the rest of Canada, it has built a unified society that is both charitable and compassionate. No surprise that Quebec is the least generous province, given its position as the largest recipient of transfer payments. It appears Quebec’s sense of entitlement goes up while the charitability of its people goes down. Such is the elitist nature of a Marxist Canada; always taking at the expense of someone else’s hard work.

The intent of this essay is simply to raise the consciousness of Albertans in recognizing their distinctiveness and to cherish and protect it at all costs. The outcome of the election in October is critical because it will define the future of Canada. The rest of the country may be blinded by the fallacious ideals promoted by a Marxist Canada. They are unable to see the gravity of returning the Liberals to office. The possibility of leaving the confederation is something Albertans must prepare themselves for if they wish to hold on to their identity and core values.

As a final word of caution, beware of Marxist Canada’s propaganda of fear. They will instill fear by asking where will Alberta go and what will Alberta do if they leave the confederation? Do not let fear-mongering sway you from the belief in Alberta as a standalone nation. Consider what you would say to a friend if that person came to you and said she was being abused by her husband and deprived of a means to support herself. You’d probably advise her to leave the marriage before it destroyed her. Should worry about where to go and what to do be the fear factors that chain someone to an abusive relationship? Remember, Albertans are courageous people who have proven over and over that when faced with adversity, fortune always favours the brave.
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION (just one important VERY one today)

1. From a Reader (in Manitoba): I am in the final leg of my trip through Western Canada. When you see what has happened to our Energy Industry from South Western Manitoba, Southern & Central Saskatchewan and, in all parts of Alberta, it is nothing short of a tragedy. In Grand Prairie there is another large line up of equipment going on the auction block. There is lots of equipment sitting around plus lots of facilities and yards sitting empty or almost empty in all of the provinces.

How the Liberals have and are handling of this Industry is a disgrace. The Conservatives are delinquent by not keeping the heat on by not bringing the issue more to the forefront on what people and companies have lost through irresponsible action of the Federal government and feeble action of the Provincial governments. If the Conservatives don’t get off their asses and show some clear leadership on policies and clear alternatives that offer people a choice that will get them elected followed by some immediate action, I am really concerned that the industry will never get back to half of its original glory and importance because of peoples and companies lack of desire to spend money to make it happen.

Actions like our Premier of Manitoba calling a Provincial Election in the middle of a Federal Election is a perfect example of a lust for power overcoming the big picture by diverting attention from the really important issue "Changing the Leadership in Ottawa" and being prepared to change the power/authority of the PMO to a check and balance model that was outlined in our Constitution. If we don’t make sure both are done, all we will get is more of the same actions from a different source.

Are you making headway in dealing with the Politicians? A suggestion I have is to take 3-4 of them on a 2-3 day tour from Taber north through Red Deer, north to Grande Prairie and possibly to Dawson Creek then back through Central Alberta so they could see the devastation of an industry and how it has affected all towns large and small. Perhaps having 1 Sask , 1 Alberta, 1 Ontario and 1 Quebec would expose the whole country to the situation.
The trip I am on now gave me new exposure to the reality of the situation and how badly it has been handled by our so called elected representatives of all parties.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. LIBERALS GAMBLE - GERALD BUTTS IS BACK!

2. JUSTIN TRUDEAU EVEN WORSE FOR THE WEST THAN PIERRE!
https://edmontonjournal.com/opinion/columnists/opinion-justin-trudeau-even-worse-for-the-west-than-his-father-was

3. AS MISLEADING ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS GO, THIS ONE IS A GEM!!
https://theorca.ca/visiting-pod/as-misleading-environmental-reports-go-this-ones-a-gem/

4. CLIMATE CHANGE WAS NOT ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT AFTER ALL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izevjRbiag4&list=PLud2Q6w9doy6_JDzpJCrvotCtIZ4pG5nA&index=2&t=0s&app=desktop

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.